Vocabulary for Chapter 6

- **אַחַר** after, behind  
  Pirate shouting: “A har!” from behind.
- **אַחֲרֵי** after, behind
- **אֶת** preposition: with, beside  
  OR particle: definite direct object marker
- **אֶל** to, toward, in, into
- **בֵּין** between  
  Peter’s sword “wolves’ bane” hit the wolf between the eyes.
- **וּבֵין** and between
- **בְּ** in, at, with, by, against
- **בְּתוֹך** in the middle of, inside  
  = בְּ + בַּ = in + middle
- **חָכְמָה** wisdom  
  [The vowel under ח is Qamets Hatuf]
- **כְּ** as
- **כֹּל** all  
  [= כל has Qamets Hatuf]
- **לִפְנֵי** before, in front of  
  = לְ + פְּנֵי = to + face of
- **לְ** to  
  = לְ + עַן = for the sake of
- **מִן** from  
  6 min means 3 taken from 6.
- **עַל** on, according to
  Talking to Al: “It’s up above, my Al.”
- **עַד** until
  It adds up until it stops.
- **עַל** on, according to
  The world according to Al.
- **מִצְוָה** commandment  
  [Plural מִצְוֹת]
  A bat-mitzvah is a ‘daughter of the commandment’.
- **עִם** with  
  [Beware chapter 12 vocab word אִם]
- **פֶּה** mouth
- **שָׂדֶה** field
- **חַת** under
  In Star Wars V, the rebels lived under ground on the ice planet Hoth.

Summary of Chapter 6

- The key issue is figuring out if there is an article or not.
- The of the article disappears with ה, י, ר (and only with them).
  - Shewa (ְ) or Hireq (ִ) under preposition → No article
  - Dagesh (ּ) after preposition → Article
  - Reduced vowel not correspond (e.g., אֵל) → Article
  - Reduced vowel corresponds (e.g., לְ) → No article
    - except that בְּ, בַּ, בּ, בַּ are ambiguous.
Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #2
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • Dagesh in ב
  • Pathach ( ◦ ) under ב
  • So ◦ + ב = ◦ ב

in the field

Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #3
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

• Know it LACKS the article because:
  • Vocal Shewa under ב

in a land

Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #4
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • Qamets ( ◦ ) under ב
  • Why no Dagesh from the article?
  • Why Qamets instead of Pathach?

in the land

Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #5
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

• Know it LACKS the article because:
  • Vocal Shewa ( ◦ ) under ה

to a city
Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #6
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
לָעִיר

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • Qamets ( ◐ ) under the ל
• Why no Dagesh from the article? • Why Qamets instead of Pathach?

to the city

Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #7
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
בְּהֵיכָל

• Know it LACKS the article because:
  • Vocal Shewa ( ◐ ) under the ב

in a temple

Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #8
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
בַּהֵיכָל

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • Pathach ( ◐ ) under the ב
• Why no Dagesh from the article? • Why didn’t the Pathach do compensatory lengthening to Qamets?

in the temple

Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #9
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
לְאִשָּׁה

• Know it LACKS the article because:
  • Vocal Shewa ( ◐ ) under the ל

to a woman
Inseparable Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #10
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

לָאִשָּׁה

to the woman

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • Qamets (ֵ) under the ל
  • Why no Dagesh from the article?
  • Why Qamets instead of Pathach?

Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #2
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

שָׁלֹויְתָהּ

until the morning

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See the ◄
  • The ◄ of the article disappears only for the inseparable prepositions (ל, ב, כ)
  • What do we call the line ◄ after the preposition?

Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #3
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

בְּתוֹךְ הָעִיר

in the midst of the city

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See the ◄
  • Why is there no Dagesh after the article?
  • Why Qamets instead of Pathach under ◄?
  • What kind of preposition is ◄ (§6.11)

Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #4
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

שֶׁלָּהְבָּרָה יְמֵלָהָ

on account of the king

• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See the ◄
  • What kind of preposition is ◄ (§6.11)
Prepositions – Ex6, p25, #5
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
לִפְנֵי הַנְּבִיאִים
before the prophets
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See סֶ
• What kind of preposition is לִפְנֵי (§6.11)

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #6
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
מִמַּעֲלָה
from upon the altar
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See סֶ
• What kind of preposition is מִמַּ (§6.11)
• What is the vowel under the last letter (ח)?
• Divide מִמַּ into syllables.

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #7
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
עַד הַיּוֹם
until the day
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See סֶ
• What is the line – at the end of עַד?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #8
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
עַל פְּנֵי הַשֹּׁפֵט
before the judge
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See סֶ
• What kind of preposition is עַל?
Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #9
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
מִפְּנֵי הָאִשָּׁה

from the presence of the woman

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See ה
  - Why no Dagesh after the article?
  - Why does the article have Qamets not Pathach?
  - What is the plural of אִשָּׁה?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #10
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
לִּפְנֵי הַמְּלָכִים

in the presence of the kings

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See ה
  - What kind of noun is מְלָכִים?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #11
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
עַל הַמִּזְבֵּחַ

upon the altar

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See ה
  - What is the line / in הַמִּזְבֵּחַ?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #12
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
אֶל הֶעָרִים

to the cities

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See ה
  - Why no Dagesh after the article?
  - Why Seghol instead of Tsere under ה?
  - What is the line / in הֶעָרִים?
Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #13
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
מִתּוֹך הֶעָנָן

from the midst of the cloud
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See ה
  • Why no Dagesh after the article?
  • Why Seghol instead of Tsere under ה?
  • What kind of preposition is מִתּוֹך? 

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #14
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
מִן הַנָּבִיא

from the prophet
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See ה
  • Why is the line ה after מִן?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #15
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
מֵהַנָּבִיא

from the prophet
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See ה
  • Why didn’t the ה disappear in the article?
  • What happened to the Hireq and Nun in מִן?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #16
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
מִנָּבִיא

from a prophet
• Know it LACKS the article because:
  • When מִן is prefixed to a word with the article, 
    the ה of the article is retained, 
    so we would see it if there was one.
  • What happened to the Nun in מִן?
  • Why did מִן keep its Hireq?
Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #17
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

between the field

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See the ◄ in ◄
  - What kind of preposition is ◄?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #18
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

between the heavens and the earth

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See the ◄ in ◄
  - See the ◄ in ◄
  - Why Qamets instead of Pathach in ◄ in ◄?
  - Notice that the preposition is typically repeated before multiple objects in Hebrew, but not in English.
  - What kind of word is ◄? How will it pluralize?

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #19
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

between the mountains and the sea

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See the ◄ in ◄
    - Why ◄ instead of ◄?
  - See the ◄ in ◄
  - Notice that the preposition is typically repeated before multiple objects in Hebrew, but not in English.

Prepositions – Ex6, p26, #20
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not

from the men

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See the ◄
  - Why didn’t the ◄ of the article disappear when prefixed ◄?
  - What happened to the Dagesh after the article?
  - Why does the article have Qamets not Pathach?
  - What happened to the Hireq and Nun in ◄?
Bible Translation – Ex6, p27, #1
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
in the midst of the garden
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See the הַ

Bible Translation – Ex6, p27, #2
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
between me and the earth
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See the הָ
  • Why does the article lack the Dagesh?
  • Why does the article have Qamets not Pathach?
  • Notice that a preposition is usually repeated before multiple objects in Hebrew but not in English.

Bible Translation – Ex6, p27, #3
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
in the midst of the field
• Know it HAS the article because:
  • See הַ

Bible Translation – Ex6, p27, #4
Translate and Explain How Know if Article or Not
in the house and in the field
• Know it HAS the article because preposition ב has:
  • Pathach ( ב ) instead of Vocal Shewa ( ב )
  • Dagesh after the preposition
  • Notice that a preposition is usually repeated with multiple objects in Hebrew.
from the midst of the cloud

- Know it HAS the article because:
  - See ה
  - Why is there no Dagesh after the article?
  - Why is article spelled with Seghol instead of Pathach or Qamets?